In recent years, low-dimensional materials with tetragonal P4/nmm (orthorhombic Pnma) space group having square-net (chain-like) substructure of p-block elements have been studied extensively. By using a first-principles calculation and a two-sites ⊗ two-orbitals tight-binding model, we construct the unified low-energy effective Hamiltonian and the Z2 topological phase diagram for such materials with different filling factors. Near the chemical potential, we show that the staggered arrangement of ions at 2c (4c) site yields the virtual hopping that have the same form with the second nearest-neighbor hopping between the square-net (chain-like) ions. We show that this hybridization and low-symmetry of the chain-like structure protects the quantum spin Hall insulator phase. Finally, the second order spin-orbit coupling on top of the atomic spin-orbit coupling is considered to clarify the origin of the non-zero Berry phase signals reported in recent quantum oscillation experiments.
I. INTRODUCTION

Since Young and Kane
1 proved the existence of the symmetry-protected Dirac electron in quasi 2-dimensional system with nonsymmorphic space group (S.G.), their work has been generalized and extended to the magnetic material or 3-dimensional symmetries [2] [3] [4] . In the experimental side, accessible nonsymmorphic degeneracy and the existence of surface state have been studied by using angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES), and Dirac-like behavior, i.e., non-zero Berry phase has been revealed by using Shubnikov-de Haas (SdH) and other quantum oscillation experiments [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . As shown in Fig.1 , there are variety of materials, which are featured commonly by a square lattice layer of the p-block element. Depending on the mother-material, we divide the materials into two families. One is based on the ZrAQ (A=Si, Sn, Q=O, S, Se,Te) and the other is based on AEMnB 2 (AE=Sr, Ca, B=Bi, Sb). Although they share similar substructure, these families are classified according to the filling factor of the substructure and the hybridization strength 14 . ZrAQ-family with P4/nmm (S.G. 129) has a square-net substructure constructed with carbon group (group 14) atoms of A=Si or Sn. Meanwhile, AEMnB 2 -family has the square-net P4/nmm or the chain-like Pnma (S.G. 62) substructure of pnictogens (group 15) B=Bi or Sb.
As mentioned before, these p-electrons exhibit an intriguing electronic structures driven by the crystal symmetry, and there have been extensive amount of experimental investigations on the both families. However, no unified description of p-orbital band is available to give an insight of the role of chemical and structural details, and thorough study of all possible band topologies are needed. So we devote this paper (i) to unify the lowenergy effective Hamiltonian for various square-net and chain-like substructure of p-block elements and (ii) to reveal the topological phase diagram and the source of the non-zero Berry phase.
Hence, we organize this paper as follows. Section II presents the density functional theory (DFT) band structures of selected materials. We select ZrSiS and CaMnBi 2 for square-net system and CaMnSb 2 for chainlike system. In Sec. III, we build the effective tight binding (TB) Hamiltonian for both ZrAQ-family and AEMnB 2 -family by employing the second order perturbation theory on the interlayer orbital hybridization by Zr or Ca and treating the chain-formation parameters as the Peierls-distortion [15] [16] [17] [18] . In Sec. IV, we present topological phase diagram in the presence of the chainformation parameters based on the band connectivity of the effective Hamiltonian. In Sec. V, the connection between the topology, i.e., band connectivity and the lowenergy band structures is explained by investigating the Kane-Mele type second order spin-orbit coupling (SOC). Finally, we briefly discuss the importance of electron-hole asymmetry in Sec.VI and conclude our paper in Sec. VII.
II. DFT CALCULATION
Electronic structures are calculated by using the fullpotential linearized augmented plane-wave method implemented in the WIEN2k package. 19 The generalized gradient approximation by Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE-GGA) is used for the exchange-correlation potential. The modified Becke Johnson Potential (mBJ) [20] [21] [22] is employed to minimize the shortcomings of PBE-GGA in the misjudgment of the crystal field splitting. The PBE-GGA+mBJ potential using the mBJ exchange potential plus the GGA is known to calculate crystal field precisely 23, 24 . For the charge self-consistent calculation, the k-mesh (k x , k y , k z ) used in the first Brillouin zone is (22, 22, 9) for ZrSiS, (23, 23, 9) for CaMnBi 2 , and (29, 29, 5) for CaMnSb 2 with RKmax of 7.00. Fig. 2 shows the DFT band structures of ZrSiS, CaMnBi 2 , and CaMnSb 2 without SOC. Red-dashed lines are the calculated eigenvalues of the non-relativistic TB Hamiltonian introduced in section III. As indicated by the size of the points, Si-p x and p y orbitals of ZrSiS and Bi(Sb)-p x,y orbitals of CaMnBi(Sb) 2 show the similar dispersion especially in the valence bands. In the case of ZrSiS, valence states are mainly composed of Si-p x,y states, whereas the conduction bands are Zr-d states. In the case of CaMnBi(Sb) 2 , however, low-energy band structures have only Bi(Sb)-p x,y 14,25 characters in both valence and conduction bands.
We integrated p x,y density of states (DOS) to calculate the occupancy of such states. Lower limit of the integration is the energy of the band minimum located at M point and the upper limit is the chemical potential denoted as 0.0 [eV] in Fig. 2 . Numerical integration of DOS shows that the occupancy of Bi(Sb)-p x,y states is very close to half-filled where that of Si-p x,y is close to quarter-filled. There is, however, a striking similarity in the low-energy structure of ZrSiS and CaMnBi 2 . Lowenergy structures of CaMnBi 2 is very similar to the pristine half-filled square-net array since the virtual hopping between the empty Ca-3d and Bi-6p is minimal due to the energy difference around 5 eV 25 . So, CaMnBi 2 is described as the nodal-line semimetal by the zone-folding.
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On the other hands, ZrSiS has substantial contribution of Zr-4d near the chemical potential and still shows the similar low-energy structure with CaMnBi 2 . We will discuss this apparent similarity in section III by employing the second order perturbation theory. And by considering Kane-Mele type SOC in section V to study the SOC-related low-energy gap along the nodal-line.
It is known that when the ionic size of the square-net is reduced, chain-like distortion occurs in the square-net substructure 26 . If the Bi in CaMnBi 2 are changed to Sb, the symmetry is reduced from P4/nmm (S.G. 129) to Pnma (S.G. 62). In the case of CaMnSb 2 , Sb atoms are displaced along the y direction to form zigzag-shaped Sb chains along the x direction as shown in Fig. 4 b.
Throughout this paper, we will use the chain-formation parameters for the description of its contribution to the low-energy structure. Since there are huge differences in the low-energy structure by the distortion, we inspect how the band structure changes against the distortion by using TB analysis. DFT shows nodal-line semimetal phase in both ZrSiS and CaMnBi 2 . Even with the difference in the hybridizing d-orbital energy level, there seems to be the apparent similarity in two cases. In the following section we build the TB model to explain the evolution of low-energy electronic structure with the different filling factor.
III. TB ANALYSIS
A. Square-net layer Previous ab initio calculations and TB analysis on CaMnBi 2 indicate that the square-net substructure is sufficient to describe the low-energy band structure of the system 25 . Here, we generalize the model to consider chain-type as well as ZrAQ -family lattices. Because of the unit cell (UC) doubling, there are two atomic sites A (a/4, a/4, 0) and B (3a/4, 3a/4, 0) in the primitive UC of the square-net layer with the lattice constant a as shown in Fig.3 a. The square-net layer is formed by Si or Sn in the case of ZrAQ -family and Bi or Sb in the case of AE MnB 2 -family. Nearby the layer, the 2c sites (a/4, 3a/4, +z c ) and (3a/4, a/4, −z c ) are occupied by Zr in the case of ZrAQ -family and Sr or Ca in the case of AE MnB 2 -family. Ions sitting at 2c sites are represented in yellow and brown dots in Fig.3 a. First, we consider the square-net layer without including the ions at 2c site. We build the effective TB model by choosing the innate 4-component basis of the doubled UC, that allows to simplify the representation of the parity operator. [27] [28] [29] It includes only p x , p y orbitals centred at A and B sublattice atoms, which we denote as
T at each squarelattice point R. Thus the effective Hamiltonian reads,
(1)
The operator Ψ † Rα denotes the creation of an electron at α-th component of Ψ R , and V αβ RR ′ is the SlaterKoster (SK) parameter between two components, α of Ψ R and β of Ψ R ′ . In terms of the Bloch orbitals,
in the momentum space, the Hamiltonian becomes
Due to the hermiticity, the Hamiltonian (density) can be spanned by the Kronecker product of the two Pauli matrices. We will assign Pauli matrices τ i and σ i for siteand orbital-space, respectively where τ 0 = σ 0 = 1 2×2 . The Hamiltonian density at each k is thus
In our TB model, the hopping up to the nearest neighbors is considered. Hopping processes and the form of basis orbitals are presented in Fig.3 b-d. In our convention of defining the Bloch orbital, denoted as the UCbasis, an additional phase appears, being different from the effective Hamiltonian derived in the site-basis. 25 The effective Hamiltonian density for the pristine square-net layer reads,
Here, V pp = t 10 cos akx 2 cos aky 2 σ 0 + t 11 sin akx 2 sin aky 2 σ 1 and ε p denotes the energy level of p x and p y orbitals. In terms of SK parameters, t 10 = 2(t 1π + t 1σ ), t 11 = 2(t 1π − t 1σ ). The phase Λ k will not appear, if a relative phase factor exp[−ik ·(a/2, a/2, 0)] between A and B atoms is taken into account like the case in the site-basis. In other words, the phase Λ k may or may not appear in h k according to the convention used in defining the center of the Bloch orbital. We write h UC k for the former case, h site k for the latter case. Superscript UC and site denote the center of Bloch orbital.
28 Between these two, there exists a unitary transformation h
In case of Bi-lattice, the nodal-line semimetal phase can be obtained since the energy of the square-net atoms are located exactly at the chemical potential where the bandfolding occurs. In the Si-lattice, however, there are two less electrons than Bi-lattice. Therefore, it is essential to add the interaction by the 2c site ions to describe the similar low-energy structure in both materials.
B. Perturbation by 2c sites
In this section, the apparent agreement in the lowenergy band structures between the ZrSiS and CaMnBi 2 is investigated under the second order perturbation. It is known that the TB model of single CaBi-layer can describe the DFT band structure of CaMnBi 2 .
25 However, the dimension of the previously reported Hamiltonian is large since it contains all the information about p and d states. Hence, we will treat the hybridization between square-net p-orbital and 2c site d-orbitals as the perturbation to derive the effective low-energy Hamiltonian in terms of modified p-orbitals of the squarenet system. Model system has p x,y orbitals located at (a/4, a/4, 0) and (3a/4, 3a/4, 0) marked as A and B in Fig.3 a and d-orbitals located at 2c sites (a/4, 3a/4, +z 2c ) and (3a/4, a/4, −z 2c ) marked as ± in the same figure.
Unperturbed Hamiltonian of the model system H 0 is given by previously derived h 0 pp and energy of d-orbitals. To simplify the problem, crystal splitting in d-states is neglected. pd-hybridization matrix V is calculated using SK parametrization with z 2c = a/2. Note that specific value of z 2c does not change the functional form of the final result.
Within the second order perturbation theory on V pd , the p-orbital projected Hamiltonian density h k near the chemical potential (µ) can be given as
It is confirmed that the hybridization slightly changes the value of t 10 and t 11 and introduces new terms t 03 (cos ak x − cos ak y ) τ 0 ⊗ σ 3 and d 00 k τ 0 ⊗ σ 0 . The new terms describe the second nearest-neighbor hopping mediated by the d-block elements. Interestingly, the direct second nearest-neighbor hopping produces exactly the same functional form due to the glide symmetry.
Our DFT calculation shows that ZrAQ -family has stronger hybridization strength than the AE MnB 2 -family. Even though there are two less electrons in the Sinet, a strong hybridization modifies the low-energy structure similar to the CaBi(Sb) lattice with the direct second nearest-neighbor hopping. Note that the low-energy band structure is reasonably reproduced with the lowest order of perturbation, since its origin coincides with the second nearest-neighbor hopping. With this point of view, quarter-filled case becomes the effective half-filled system with smaller band width. As shown in Fig. 2 d, perturbative approach seems to be plausible within the energy window including nonsymmorphic degeneracies at X(Y) point. Since we are dealing with two sites and two orbitals, Hamiltonian can be spanned in the basis of Kronecker products of the Pauli matrices g ij ≡ τ i ⊗σ
Note that we drop the d 00 k g 00 to ensure the electronhole symmetry. As mentioned earlier, the second nearestneighbor hopping also introduces the electron-hole asymmetry (eh-asymmetry) from d 00 k g 00 since there is no anticommuting matrix with the identity. We drop g 00 -related term since the identity matrix g 00 cannot change the topology of the system and the DFT gives the almost eh-symmetric result for ZrSiS and CaMnBi 2 . We will revisit the effect of eh-asymmetry potential on the Fermi surface shape together with the effect of SOC. Collaboration of eh-asymmetry and SOC may be responsible for the non-trivial Berry phase in experiment. 13, 30 We will discuss this topic further in section V. Without g 00 -related term, eh-symmetry exists by the virtue of the chiral-like operator g 31 that anticommutes with the effective Hamiltonian density.
In terms of pd-hybridization parameters, ∆ = (2V
On the other hand, ∆ = 4 (t 2σ − t 2π ) in terms of the second nearest-neighbor hopping parameters. In the electronic structure, ∆ is the energy difference between two nonsymmorphic degeneracies at (π/a, 0) or (0, π/a) as shown in Fig. 2 a marked by red dots. Square-net type CaMnBi 2 also has non-zero ∆ but the value is small. Interestingly, we find that not only d-orbitals at 2c site but also s-and p-orbitals yield the same functional form of the hybridization term up to second order hopping process. It makes sense since one can translate the virtual hopping process to the mediated-second nearest-neighbor hopping. There is suggestion based on DFT calculation that p-mediated second nearest-neighbor hopping in BiF lattice that shares the similar low-energy structure 31 .
C. Chain-formation potential
Since the materials with chain-like substructure are centrosymmetric 32, 33 we force the inversion-symmetric chain-formation in 2-dimensional model as shown in the To restrict the effective Hamiltonian in p x,y subspace, we neglect buckling along z-direction. Moreover, we put the effect of orthogonal UC into square UC by changing the hopping strength between inter-chain atoms and intra-chain atoms. Derivation of the chain-formation potential (V chain ) shares the same procedure with that of Peierls model in 1-dimensional problem. As mentioned before, we consider the variation along y-direction and zigzag-shaped chain is formed along x-direction. Difference from the Peierls model is the loss of chiral symmetry after the chain-formation. V chain has three parameters carried by g 20 , g 21 
δt 10(11) is the variation of hopping parameter t 10(11) with respect to the first order of real-space variation. m 3 is introduced as a new hopping mode due to the lower symmetry of the chain-like structure as shown in Fig. 4 c,d . Since g 23 does not anticommute with chiral-like operator g 31 , exact eh-symmetry is lost after the chain-formation. If the crystal symmetries are ignored, the topology of the system is simplified into standard Z 2 in 2-dimension with only T 2 = −1 symmetry cases 34, 35 . To describe the electronic structure evolution under the V chain , we defined new parameters from the chain-formation parameters M ± ≡ δt 10 ±m 3 . M +(−) lifts the Y-point nonsymmorphic degeneracy below (above) the chemical potential. One last paramter δt 11 mixes the different site (τ 2 ) and orbital (σ 1 ), and this term lifts the degeneracy along the nodal-line except two points on Γ-Y. In the later section we will discuss the effect of V chain on (i) the Z 2 topology of the system and (ii) the evolution of low-energy band structure and Berry phase on the Fermi surfaces.
IV. TOPOLOGICAL PHASE DIAGRAM
We numerically calculated Z 2 invariant of the system. To do this, we used the Hamiltonian written in UC and the parity operator given by −g 10 that maps Without V chain shown in Fig. 5 b-c, the parity exchange occurs from Γ to other three TRIM to make Z 2 = 1. This band crossing forms nodal-line semimetal at the center 0 . In this point of view, topological phase transition may occur when chain-formation parameters M ± overcomes the hybridization strength ∆ to exchange the parity eigenstates. In other words, d-block ions at 2c site not only generate specific symmetries of the system but also protect the non-trivial topology of the system. Moreover, real material favors the TI phase since the presence of m 3 ensures the gap opening of the opposite sign at Y point. Since the gap along the nodal-line is readily available through the SOC, topological surfacestate signals in various material are promising. We will briefly discuss the availability of the global gap from the Kane-Mele type SOC in the next section.
We sketch the evolution of the band connectivity along Fig. 5 b (c) . In the case of squarenet, where the set of band crossing points form a nodalline, the parity eigenstates are exchanged from Γ to other three TRIM. Note that real materials favor the regions 0 , 1 , and 2 . Square-net materials like ZrSiQ (Q=S,Se,Te), ZrSnTe, and CaMnBi 2 are located at the center 0 of the phase diagram. In the case of 1 or 3 , where the hybridization gap at Y point (∆) is bigger than the sum of the chain-formation parameters |M + | + |M − | < |∆|, the parity exchange does not occur and Z 2 remains the same with the square-net. We will call these as weak-chain systems. Apparently, there seems no difference between the same-and opposite-sign cases. There exists a single crossing along Γ-Y and the other part is gapped due to non-zero δt 11 . We will visit the difference between case 1 and case 3 briefly at section V.
In the strong-chain systems of 2 and 4 , the chain formation parameters overcome the hybridization gap |M + | + |M − | > |∆|. In region 4 , the chain formation parameters have the same sign and they overcome the hybridization gap, so the topological transition occurs and the material is fully gapped by the chain-formation parameters. Besides, there exists a stable TI phase 2 protected by the chain-formation. There is topological critical point between the two topologically distinct regions. Collection of the topological critical points in the phase space is represented as black solid lines in Fig. 5 a. On these topological critical points |M + | + |M − | = |∆|, linear band touching occurs at Y point and Z 2 invariant is ill-defined. In the real materials, TI phase is strongly favorable since the low-symmetry of the chain-like structure always carries non-zero m 3 . This is the case for CaMnSb 2 where one of the mass gap is inverted so the parity eigenstate cannot be exchanged by increasing the chain-formation parameters. This state is characterized by the band crossing along Brillouin zone boundary Y-M. Thus, it is possible to observe the surface states from the materials containing square-net or chain-like substructure.
V. BERRY HOT SPOT
In the previous section, we studied the fact that bandconnectivity between the TRIM determines the topology of the system since it is centrosymmetric. Reversely, one can classify the topology of the system by investigating the shape of the Fermi surfaces since the shape changes according to the band connectivity. In particular, one can see that the location of the Fermi surface changes significantly by adjusting the chain formation parameters. In this section, we classify the shape of the Fermi surface and discuss its role as an origin of the Berry phase in SdH experiments. We will call the Fermi surfaces that enclose the large Berry curvature as Berry hot spots.
A. Square-net system First, we numerically calculate the Berry phase using h k along the Fermi surface 36 derived from the ehsymmetric nodal-line semimetal by adjusting the Fermi energy (E F ). We set E F between the nodal-line degeneracy and the nonsymmorphic degeneracies to make the closed Fermi surfaces. We find that the Berry phase is 2π on the Fermi surface of the eh-symmetric system. Even though the Fermi surface has the non-trivial topology in terms of the pseudospin winding number, the Berry phase is trivial. Here, the pseudospin winding number is defined according to Ref. [36] .
Then the non-trivial Berry phase should be the result of the eh-asymmetry and the SOC can change the topology of the Fermi surface by interweaving and cutting the band structure at E F . 13, 30 . To explore the relativistic effect on the low-energy state, we calculate the matrix elements of SOC in p x,y,z basis by using the relation between the spherical harmonics Y 
Since we restrict the effective Hamiltonian in p x,y basis, the p x,y part of the full atomic SOC is projected out as 
We then select the mirror-symmetric SOC (SOC KM ) potential that agrees with the geometric interpretation of the SOC 38, 39 . This SOC does not change the form under the chain-formation since it connects the second nearest-neighbor.
After the inclusion of all the effect from the chainformation and SOC, total Hamiltonian density H k becomes
Since the Berry phase (γ) of the Fermi surface is the integration of the Berry curvature (Ω) surrounded by the Fermi surface, it severly depends on E F and ehasymmetry. We present only the absolute value of the spin-dependent Berry curvature difference |Ω s − Ωs| of low-energy valence band in Fig.6 .
For the perfect square-net systems 0 , the nodal-line is fully gapped and inclusion of eh-asymmetry produces eight Fermi surfaces. Within these Fermi surfaces, hot spots for Berry phase are the Fermi surfaces lying on Γ-X and Γ-Y, as shown in Fig.6 a. We predict that these four hot spots are the main source of the Berry phase in ZrAQ-family 7, 8 . Note that the curvatures near the Γ points are coming from the high-energy state and does not affect the transport property of the system.
B. Chain-like system
We follow the evolution path presented in Fig. 5 b. As explained before, weak chain-formation opens gap associated with δt 11 along the nodal-line. However, there If we turn on the remaining chain-formation parameters M ± , the crossing point itself also moves toward Y point. For the low-energy valence band, Berry curvature is transferred from the gap located on Γ-X to the SOC-gap located on Γ-Y as shown in Fig. 6 c compared with the square-net in Fig.6 a. Thus, two bananashaped Fermi surfaces centered on Γ-Y that derived from the band crossing points of case 1 will be the main source of the experimental Berry phase signal. Up to our knowledge, there is no known material in this weak chain class. But PBE-GGA+mBJ calculation suggests that CaMnSb 2 located on the boundary between weak chain 1 and strong chain 2 as shown in Table I .
During the evolution, the crossing points move toward Y point and merge together at Y point when |M + | + |M − | = |∆|. At this point between case 1 and 2 , one loose the Berry phase signal since the phase approaches to 2π similar to the square-net case. If the chain-formation parameters overcome the hybridization ∆, the separation occurs along (ξ, π/a) as shown in case 2 of Fig. 5 b. The Berry hot spots experience the same movement since the hot spots are located at the SOC gap between the band crossing. Hence, the hot spots of strong-chain system 2 also located near the zone boundary as shown in Fig. 6 d. As explained before, this evolution process does not alter the parity product at Y point and the material remains topologically non-trivial. In the PBE-GGA+mBJ calculation without SOC, crossing point along (ξ, π/a) can be observed in SrMnSb 2 . Schematic band connectivity of SrMnSb 2 is presented in Fig. 5 b.
Finally, we briefly discuss the unfavorable transition path presented in Fig. 5 c. Like the weak-chain TI 1 , there is no strong-chain NI 4 up to our current knowledge. Band crossing along Γ-Y seems similar as shown in Fig. 5 b-c, detailed electronic structures are different from each other as shown in the isoenergy contour in 6 b-c. As discussed before, weak chain-formation opens gap associated with m 1 along nodal-line. However, there remain two points along Γ-Y within the Brillouin zone where the gap is zero. These linear crossings provide strong Berry hot spots, i.e. the concentrated Berry curvature, as shown in 6 b.
VI. DISCUSSION
There is serious material dependency in the ehasymmetry 40 . The contribution carried by the identity (g 00 ) trivially gives eh-asymmetry since it does not anticommute with any other matrices. Beyond that, the inclusion of the third nearest-neighbor hopping processes generates the non-trivial eh-asymmetry 41 by adding single g 01 term. Together with this term, there is no anticommuting matrix g ij for Hamiltonian containing the first, second, and third nearest-neighbor hopping processes without distortion. It seems that a precise description including eh-asymmetry needs the higher order hopping processes. Since the eh-asymmetry and SOC interweave and cut the nodal-line into Fermi surfaces that confine the non-trivial Berry curvature, the material dependency of the eh-asymmetry should be resolved further to precisely calculate the transport property of such materials.
VII. CONCLUSION
Based on the DFT electronic band structures, we construct TB model for square-net P4/nmm materials and chain-like Pnma materials. From the TB analysis, hybridization with ions at 2c site is not material specific since s-, p-, and d-orbitals at 2c give the same hybridization potential within the second order perturbation theory. Square-net ZrAQ-family and AEMnB 2 -family share the same effective Hamiltonian near the chemical potential, since the hybridization-mediated hopping has the same functional form with a direct second nearestneighbor hopping due to the glide symmetry.
Topological phase transition occurs when the chainformation parameters overcome the hybridization gap between the nonsymmorphic degeneracies at (±π/a, 0) or (0, ±π/a). In this point of view, the topology of the system is protected by the hybridization itself. Moreover, newly introduced mass m 3 due to low-symmetry of the chain-like structure favors the TI phase. Hence, every member of ZrAQ-and AEMnB 2 -family is all potential TI as long as the global SOC gap is present. Depending on E F , Fermi surfaces with non-zero Berry phase can be observed. These Berry hot spots are very material specific and have correspondence with the topology of the system since the low-energy band structure and topology of the system vary with the chain-formation parameters.
